MEDIA RELEASE
IFPL celebrates three-millionth peripheral to major OEM
Leading Inflight Entertainment & Connectivity (IFEC) provider, IFPL, celebrated a major
milestone this month, supplying their three millionth industry part.
The three-millionth part was delivered to a world leading Original Equipment Manufacturer
(OEM), just three years after the two-millionth, demonstrating continued sustainable
growth.
IFPL Chief Operating Officer, Neil McGregor commented; "It is a testament to the whole
IFPL team, that we have reached this new milestone so soon after reaching two million
units, and is a testament to the investment we have made in our quality systems, and our
manufacturing and product development capability. This combined with the development
and introduction of new products, means that we aim to reach our four-millionth unit even
sooner.”
The innovative three millionth unit is a twin USB-A product. The power outlet contains two
reversible USB-A outlets with lightguides for easy location. The bi-directional insertion
means that whichever way round the passenger tries to insert their USB connector they will
always get it right.
This USB port is part of an extensive range of products which includes our latest USB power
and data technology. See these products at the Airline Passenger Experience in Los Angeles
this September.
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Editor’s Notes:
IFPL is an award-winning designer, innovator and manufacturer of passenger interface
solutions to the global In-Flight Entertainment and Connectivity industry (IFEC).
IFPL’s comprehensive in-house capability, combined with its unique ability to pursue
industry-leading innovation with manufacturing excellence, enables clients to work closely in
transforming ideas from concept to prototype and delivery as an industrialised, certified and
production-ready solution. IFPL can often achieve this within months, rather than the
standard years.
Founded 20 years ago by CEO Geoff Underwood, IFPL today enjoys the largest portfolio of
proven IFEC products and services in its sector. As a proud and dedicated supplier of the
world’s leading in-flight entertainment manufacturers and airlines, IFPL continues to inspire
and enhance aircraft passenger experience by delivering innovative product design with
proven reliability.
IFPL is based on the Isle of Wight, just off the South Coast of England, in modern offices
which house an award winning manufacturing facility that boasts extensive product design,
R&D and manufacturing capabilities.

Caption: IFPL’s award winning facility on the Isle of Wight
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